
WRF workflow for simulations on NCI machines.

To  run  WRF  for  real  simulations  requires  a  lot  of  different  steps:  there  are  5  different 
programs to run in sequence. In addition, most of us who are using WRF have to run very long  
simulations. Such simulations use too much CPU time to be done as one job on any computing 
machine.  They need to be cut into smaller consecutive jobs. These simulations also require the 
creation and management of a lot of boundary conditions files. That's why scripts were created to 
help users at the CCRC to run long climate simulations with WRF.

This document defines a common workflow for the group to run simulations on the NCI 
machines and presents the scripts used.

Note: All italicised words refer to elements that vary with each user or simulation. They have 
to be replaced by their proper value when the command is used. There is an index at the end with 
their meaning if you don't know what to replace these words with.

 1 Summary of the workflow
To gain time in preparing runs, we only run the WRF simulations on the NCI machines. The 

preparation of the input files (boundary and initial conditions) is done on the CCRC machines. The 
consecutive steps to be performed are:

1. Preparation of the environment.  

2. Installation  and compilation  of  WRF  :  this  has  to  be  done on both  NCI  and  CCRC 
servers.

3. Creation of the domain  : choice of resolution, size and position of the domain on the 
Earth, projection to be used. Done on CCRC machines.

4. Create boundary conditions and initial conditions files  . These files are necessary since 
WRF is a regional model.

5. Get CO2 concentrations  . For future simulations, we want to set the CO2 concentrations 
to be used.

6. Run WRF  

7. Optionally, time-averaging of the output data

The step 1 is to be done only once.

The step 2 is to be done only when the code changes which is rare.

The step 3 is to be done as many times as necessary to get a satisfactory domain. 

The other steps are to be done once per simulation, but each iterates on itself automatically to 
run all jobs necessary for the entire simulation.

All these steps are described in details in the following sections of the document. Also, on the 
last page, there is a compressed version that can be used as a cheat sheet.



 2 Preparation of the environment

 2.1 Create ssh keys between NCI and CCRC.
Since we want automatic communications between the NCI and CCRC machines, we need to 

set  up the environment so that there is no need to enter a password at  each connection from a 
machine to the other.

For this we are using ssh passphrases. You need to generate a passphrase on the machine you 
are connecting from. This workflow only uses connections from vayu to CCRC, so to generate your 
pair of keys, you need to follow the next steps:

1. Connect to vayu as usual, via ssh:

ssh USER_VAYU@vayu.nci.org.au

2. Run ssh-keygen to generate a pair of empty passphrase:

> ssh-keygen -t rsa

Here is a log of the process of generating the passphrase:

Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key 
(/home/561/ccc561/.ssh/id_rsa): 
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase): 
Enter same passphrase again: 
Your identification has been saved in 
/home/561/ccc561/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in 
/home/561/ccc561/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
26:2e:a7:a2:d8:e9:af:ad:5d:64:e3:99:87:32:82:4c ccc561@vayu2

Since we want an empty passphrase, pressing ENTER at each prompt of ssh-keygen will 
do the work.

3. Running ssh-keygen results in the creation of two files: ~/.ssh/id_rsa (your private 
key) and ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub (your public key). You then need to copy the content of 
~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub on the CCRC system:

cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub | ssh USER_CCRC@hurricane.ccrc.unsw.edu.au 
'cat - >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys'

Since  your  home directory  is  the  same  on  CCRC machines  cyclone,  hurricane  and 
typhoon, they have the same ~/.ssh/authorized_keys. So copying the content of 
the id_rsa.pub file once is enough. 

4. That's it. Now try to connect from vayu to the CCRC (any machine) via ssh and you 
shouldn't have to enter a password:

ssh USER_CCRC@cyclone.ccrc.unsw.edu.au

In this  workflow, all  data  transfers are  done from scripts  run on vayu to get  or  put  data 
from/on the CCRC machines. It is then not necessary to create a pair of keys to connect from the 
CCRC to vayu, but it could be very convenient for you later on to do so. For this, just follow the 
same steps but working from a CCRC machine rather than vayu. But since every CCRC machine 
has a different name, you must create the keys from each machine you want to connect to vayu 
from.



 2.2 Load necessary modules.

To run WRF and its pre-processor, WPS, you need to load the modules to access the Fortran 
compiler,  OpenMPI (for parallelisation)  and the netCDF libraries.  In addition,  some scripts are 
written in Python and thus the latest Python library should be loaded as well. This needs to be done 
on the CCRC machines and vayu. Again we want this to be automated so we do it through the 
.bashrc or .login file so that we only need to do the modification once.

 2.2.1 On the NCI machine, vayu

1. Open your file ~/.login in a text editor.

2. Make sure you have the following lines and add the ones you don't have:

module load intel-cc
module load intel-fc
module load netcdf/4.1.1
module load ncl/5.2.0
module load openmpi
module load python/2.7.1

These lines correspond to the latest versions of the software at the time of writing this 
guide. But later versions of netcdf, ncl and python might be available on the machines 
by the time you are reading this guide. To know which versions are installed, on the 
command line, type “module avail”. This will give you a full list of all the software 
available. Then you just have to replace the netcdf, ncl or python lines in your ~/.login 
file with the version you want.

 2.2.2 On the CCRC machines

1. Connect to any of the CCRC machine and open your file ~/.bashrc in a text editor

2. Make sure you have the following lines and add the ones you don't have:

module add intel
module add openmpi/1.4.3-intel
module add hdf5/1.8.5-intel
module add netcdf/4.1.1-intel
module add ncl/6.0.0
module add python/2.7.1

Be aware that the netcdf module depends on the hdf5 module. It is then necessary to 
load the hdf5 module before the netcdf module. Again, the above lines correspond to the 
latest versions available at the time of writing this guide. Please, use “module avail” as 
on vayu to determine if  newer versions are  available  for you. Make sure to use the 
versions compiled with the intel compilers (with the “-intel” suffix) for OpenMPI, HDF5 
and NetCDF.

 3 Installation and compilation of the code

 3.1 On the NCI machine, vayu
The installation on vayu is described in details on this webpage:

http://nf.nci.org.au/facilities/software/WRF/WRF_EXTRA_INSTRUCTIONS.html

The webpage is periodically updated when new versions of WRF are made available.

It is repeated here for convenience but it is recommended to read the webpage as it also gives 

http://nf.nci.org.au/facilities/software/WRF/WRF_EXTRA_INSTRUCTIONS.html


the paths to the data to run the WRF tutorial examples. It is recommended to run at least the first  
WRF tutorial example after installing WRF on vayu to get used to the software.

This guide is written for WRF version 3.3, please modify the path names accordingly if you 
are using a different version.

 3.1.1 Install and compile WRF.

1. Go to your space on /short and create a WRF directory:

cd /short/$PROJECT/$USER
mkdir WRF

2. Copy the tar archive file for WRF in this directory and un-tar it:

tar xvfz WRF_CCRC.tar.gz
I am guessing we will distribute the code to new CCRC users via tar files so they don't 
need to download it (especially since the version now is not the standard version). I don't 
know how we will distribute the tar files. Need updating when this part is defined.

3. Go into the WRFV3.3 directory created, start with a clean installation:

clean -a

4. To build WRF, you should normally run ./configure but this is not necessary here, you 
just need to copy configure.wrf.nci into configure.wrf:

cp configure.wrf.nci configure.wrf

configure.wrf.nci is configured to use MPI parallelisation only (dmpar). It also includes 
some compilers flags necessary to run the CAM radiation scheme when compiling with 
ifort  compilers.  This  file  also  contains  new  C  pre-processor  flags  needed  for  the 
additional diagnostics.

Running “clean -a” will always save configure.wrf into configure.wrf.backup. So you 
should never need to run ./configure.

5. Compile the code:

qsub run_compile

The compilation is quite long and can not be done interactively. The output of the job 
will be in run_compile.ojob_id.

6. Check if the compilation worked by looking for the executable files in main/

ls -l main/*.exe
-rwxr-x--- 1 mxr565 y03 21841648 Feb 17 15:28 main/ndown.exe
-rwxr-x--- 1 mxr565 y03 21272977 Feb 17 15:28 main/nup.exe
-rwxr-x--- 1 mxr565 y03 21775499 Feb 17 15:27 main/real.exe
-rwxr-x--- 1 mxr565 y03 21387727 Feb 17 15:28 main/tc.exe
-rwxr-x--- 1 mxr565 y03 24524093 Feb 17 15:26 main/wrf.exe

 3.1.2 Install and compile WPS

1. Go to your WRF directory:

cd /short/$PROJECT/$USER/WRF

2. Copy the tar archive file for WPS in this directory and un-tar it:

tar xvfz WPS_CCRC.tar.gz



3. Go into the WPS directory created, start with a clean installation:

clean -a

4. To build WPS, you should normally run ./configure but this is not necessary here, you 
just need to copy configure.wps.nci into configure.wps:

cp configure.wps.nci configure.wps

Here again, the configure.wps.nci file is to use MPI parallelisation only (dmpar). 

Running “clean -a” will always save configure.wps into configure.wps.backup. So you 
should never need to run ./configure.

5. Compile the code:

qsub run_compile

6. Check the compilation:

         ls -l *.exe
lrwxrwxrwx 1 mxr565 y03 23 Mar  1 12:48 geogrid.exe -> geogrid/src/geogrid.exe
lrwxrwxrwx 1 mxr565 y03 23 Mar  1 12:52 metgrid.exe -> metgrid/src/metgrid.exe
lrwxrwxrwx 1 mxr565 y03 21 Mar  1 12:51 ungrib.exe -> ungrib/src/ungrib.exe

         ls -l */src/*.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 3375650 Mar  1 12:48 geogrid/src/geogrid.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 3224051 Mar  1 12:52 metgrid/src/metgrid.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 1205311 Mar  1 12:52 ungrib/src/g1print.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 1393763 Mar  1 12:52 ungrib/src/g2print.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 2151138 Mar  1 12:51 ungrib/src/ungrib.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 1190234 Mar  1 12:53 util/src/avg_tsfc.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 1253825 Mar  1 12:53 util/src/calc_ecmwf_p.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 1225374 Mar  1 12:53 util/src/height_ukmo.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 1123511 Mar  1 12:53 util/src/mod_levs.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 3528308 Mar  1 12:52 util/src/plotfmt.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03 3414839 Mar  1 12:53 util/src/plotgrids.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mxr565 y03  920123 Mar  1 12:52 util/src/rd_intermediate.exe

 3.2 On the CCRC machines
The process to install WRF and WPS on the CCRC machines is very similar to the process to 

get them on NCI machines. You simply need to use different files.

 3.2.1 Install WRF

1. Go to your scratch directory and create a WRF directory:

cd SCRATCH
mkdir WRF

2. Copy the tar archive file for WRF in this directory and un-tar it:

cp /home/z3368490/WRF/WRF_CCRC.tar.gz .
tar xvfz WRF_CCRC.tar.gz

You should get the following directories and file created:

makeInter2.tar.gz
Scripts/
WPS/
WRFV3/

3. Go into the WRFV3.3 directory created, start with a clean installation:



./clean -a

4. To build WRF, you should normally run ./configure but this is not necessary here, you 
just need to copy configure.wrf.ccrc into configure.wrf:

cp configure.wrf.ccrc configure.wrf

As for WRF on vayu, configure.wrf.ccrc was created to use MPI parallelisation only 
(dmpar). It also contains special compiler flags necessary to run with the CAM radiation 
scheme when compiled with  ifort  compilers.  There are  also  some additional  C pre-
processor flags necessary for the new diagnostics.

Running  “clean  -a”  will  always  save  configure.wrf  into  configure.wrf.backup.  You 
should never need to run ./configure.

5. Compile the code:

./compile em_real >& log_compile

The output of the job will be in log_compile

6. Check if the compilation worked by looking for the executable files in main/

ls -l main/*.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 23539507 Aug 25 11:26 main/ndown.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 22961828 Aug 25 11:26 main/nup.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 23446309 Aug 25 11:26 main/real.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 23047805 Aug 25 11:26 main/tc.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 26871957 Aug 25 11:25 main/wrf.exe

 3.2.2 Install and compile WPS

1. Go to the WPS directory created previously:

cd SCRATCH/WRF/WPS

2. Go into the WPS directory created, start with a clean installation:

./clean -a

3. To build WPS, you should normally run ./configure but this is not necessary here, you 
just need to copy configure.wps.ccrc into configure.wps:

cp configure.wps.ccrc configure.wps

Running “clean -a” will always save configure.wps into configure.wps.backup. So you 
should never need to run ./configure.

4. Compile the code:
./compile >& log_compile

5. Check the compilation:
        ls -l *.exe
lrwxrwxrwx 1 z3368490 unsw 23 Aug 25 11:37 geogrid.exe -> 
geogrid/src/geogrid.exe
lrwxrwxrwx 1 z3368490 unsw 23 Aug 25 11:38 metgrid.exe -> 
metgrid/src/metgrid.exe
lrwxrwxrwx 1 z3368490 unsw 21 Aug 25 11:37 ungrib.exe -> ungrib/src/ungrib.exe

        ls -l */src/*.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 3504041 Aug 25 11:37 geogrid/src/geogrid.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 3332529 Aug 25 11:38 metgrid/src/metgrid.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 1213486 Aug 25 11:38 ungrib/src/g1print.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 1401419 Aug 25 11:38 ungrib/src/g2print.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 2166421 Aug 25 11:37 ungrib/src/ungrib.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 1190280 Aug 25 11:38 util/src/avg_tsfc.exe



-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 1253863 Aug 25 11:38 util/src/calc_ecmwf_p.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 1225420 Aug 25 11:38 util/src/height_ukmo.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw 1123543 Aug 25 11:38 util/src/mod_levs.exe
-rwxr-xr-x 1 z3368490 unsw  920123 Aug 25 11:38 util/src/rd_intermediate.exe

 4 Creation of the domain
The domain is  created using  geogrid.exe from WPS. This part  is  done on the CCRC 

machines. To use this program you need to:

1. Edit the sections &share and &geogrid in namelist.wps. Description of the options is 
given in the WRF documentation.

2. Run geogrid.exe. This can be done interactively on all machines:

./geogrid.exe

3. The files geo_em.d*.nc are created. There is one file per nest. You should check these 
files,  by  looking  at  the  data  in  the  files  or  plotting  the  grid  (using  the  program 
plotgrids.exe provided by WPS or any other program you have).

4. Iterate until the grid looks like what you want.

 5 Create boundary conditions files
As WRF is a regional model, you need boundary conditions every 6 hours. These boundary 

conditions can come from reanalysis data or directly from global circulation models. WPS expect 
the data to be in a specific binary format called “intermediate format”. As part of WPS, codes are  
distributed to treat Grib data. But if you want to use data in any other format, then the user is 
responsible for translating the data into the intermediate format. 

The creation of boundary files from Grib files requires to run the following programs in order: 
link_grib.sh, ungrib.exe, metgrid.exe (from the WPS directory) then real.exe (from the run directory 
under WRF directory). This requires a lot of steps and is better managed through a script grouping 
all the calls to the different executables and other tasks to manage the files.

In addition, because of the length of a climate run, creating the boundary conditions is very 
CPU intensive and requires a lot of storage space. It is then better to subdivide this task into smaller 
tasks (typically jobs that create the boundary conditions for a 1 month run). We have then created 
scripts to automatically process these sub-tasks consecutively and in a chronological order.

As it  was said the data used to create the boundary conditions can come under different 
formats,  each  format  requires  a  specific  treatment.  We  have  created  different  scripts  to  treat 
different types of input data:

 input data in Grib format

 input data in intermediate format

 input data from a GCM in netcdf format

The main difference between the scripts is the first step to rewrite the data from their initial 
format into the intermediate format. We believe these scripts can then be adapted to all specific 
cases. To automatically create the monthly scripts, we provide template csh scripts (1 per case listed 
previously) and a python script that divides the full length of the simulation into 1 month runs and  
creates a csh script (aka deck) for each month run.

All WPS and WRF executables have input options given through namelists. We won't detail 
these options here. You have to refer to the WPS and WRF manuals for more information:



 http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3/users_guide_chap3.htm#_Des  
cription_of_the_1

 http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3/users_guide_chap5.htm  #Nml  

 5.1 Input data in Grib format

These scripts are based on the default methodology explained in the WRF tutorial. But at the 
time of writing this document, there is currently no data in Grib format available on the CCRC 
machines to use as boundary conditions. Here are the steps to follow to use these scripts:

1. Edit getbdy_grib.deck. Some values have to be set up for your run. In particular, you 
need to  modify the lines  corresponding to the namelist.wps and namelist.input files. 
These are the lines between “cat >! ./namelist.wps << EOF_namelist_wps” 
and  “EOF_namelist_wps”  for  namelist.wps,  and  between  “cat  >! 
./namelist.input << EOF_namelist” and “EOF_namelist”. You should give 
the same domain in both namelist.wps and namelist.input and use the specifications you 
previously used to create the domain (running geogrid.exe). Also make sure you give the 
good directory in “geog_data_path”. In getbdy_grib.deck, you will find fields framed by 
“%” signs. These fields are automatically changed by the python script and you shouldn't 
change any text between the “%” signs. But you can remove and add lines containing 
such fields or remove and add entire fields if needed. You probably shouldn't  change 
any lines with any of the fields: %sexist%, %eexist% and %leapyear%. See the header 
of the python script CCRC_decks.py for more information.

2. In your WPS directory,  make sure to create a link to the correct Grib variable table 
(Vtable). All the tables available are stored under ungrib/Variable_Tables. For example, 
if you want to use the Vtable for NCEP2:

rm Vtable
ln -s ungrib/Variable_Tables/Vtable.NCEP2 Vtable
 

3. Edit CCRC_decks.py. There are a few options to give (e.g. first date, last date, several 
directories, etc). See the header and the comments in the file itself for more information.

4. Run CCRC_decks.py:

./CCRC_decks.py

5. Check the output. All the decks/scripts needed to create all the boundary conditions files 
for your simulation should have been created. It is recommended to check the values in 
at least the two first created decks before continuing.

6. Run the first deck (in chronological order):

./getbdy_grib_YEAR_MONTH.deck >& log_YEAR_MONTH &
This will run the first deck and write errors into the log_YEAR_MONTH file, then at the 
end, the next deck will be launched automatically.

 5.2 Input data in intermediate format

On the CCRC machines there are two sets of data already in the intermediate format:

 NNRP in  /srv/ccrc/data02/z3236814/NNRP_inter. Data includes the year 1948 
to 2010.

 NCEP2 in /srv/ccrc/data09/z3236814/NCEP2_inter. Data includes the year 1979 
to 2009.

We have created the template script getbdy_inter.deck to use these sets of data. The main 

http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3/users_guide_chap5.htm#Nml
http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3/users_guide_chap5.htm
http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3/users_guide_chap3.htm#_Description_of_the_1
http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3/users_guide_chap3.htm#_Description_of_the_1


difference between getbdy_inter.deck and getbdy_grib.deck is that link_grib.sh and ungrib.exe are 
unnecessary for files in intermediate format. Here are the steps to follow to run these scripts:

1. Edit getbdy_inter.deck. Some values have to be set up for your run. In particular, you 
need to  modify the lines  corresponding to the namelist.wps and namelist.input files. 
These are the lines between “cat >! ./namelist.wps << EOF_namelist_wps” 
and  “EOF_namelist_wps”  for  namelist.wps,  and  between  “cat  >! 
./namelist.input << EOF_namelist” and “EOF_namelist”. You should give 
the same domain in both namelist.wps and namelist.input and use the specifications you 
previously used to create the domain (running geogrid.exe). Also make sure you give the 
correct directory in “geog_data_path”. You should also check the option “fg_name”. It 
should be “3DFILE” if you are using the data from NNRP or NCEP2 stored on the 
CCRC machines. In getbdy_inter.deck, you will find fields framed by “%” signs. These 
fields are automatically changed by the python script and you shouldn't change any text 
between the “%” signs. But you can remove and add lines containing such fields or 
remove and add entire fields as needed. You probably shouldn't  change any lines with 
any of the fields: %sexist%, %eexist% and %leapyear%. See the header of the python 
script CCRC_decks.py for more information.

2. Edit CCRC_decks.py. There are a few options to give (e.g. first date, last date, several 
directories, etc). See the header and the comments in the file itself for more information.

3. Run CCRC_decks.py:

./CCRC_decks.py

4. Check the output. All the decks/scripts needed to create all the boundary conditions files 
for your simulation should have been created. It is recommended to check the values in 
at least the two first created decks before continuing.

5. Run the first deck (in chronological order):

./getbdy_inter_YEAR_MONTH.deck >& log_YEAR_MONTH &
This will run the first deck and write errors into the log_YEAR_MONTH file, then at the 
end, the next deck will be launched automatically.

 5.3 Input data from a GCM in netcdf format

This is a more complex case as every GCM has its own output format. Thus, one has to write  
their own program to rewrite the GCM data into the intermediate format. We give here an example 
of a script developed to treat data from CSIRO MK3.5 model. The main difference between this  
script and getbdy_grib.deck and getbdy_inter.deck is again the first step. Here we call the Fortran 
program mk3.5toInter2 to rewrite the output from MK3.5 into the intermediate format. This Fortran 
program can serve as basis to create your own program if you have outputs from an other GCM. 

The steps to follow to create the boundary conditions files are:

1. Install  mk3.5toInter2.  On  your  SCRATCH directory,  decompress  and  untar 
makeInter_CSIROmk3.5.tar.gz.  Change  into  the  directory  created  and  recompile 
mk3.5toInter2:

./compile_mk3.5toInter2.sh
 
Verify the creation date of mk3.5toInter2 using “ls -lrt” to check the compilation.

2. Edit getbdy_mk35.deck. Some values have to be set up for your run. In particular, you 
need to  modify the lines  corresponding to the namelist.wps and namelist.input files. 
These are the lines between “cat >! ./namelist.wps << EOF_namelist_wps” 
and  “EOF_namelist_wps”  for  namelist.wps,  and  between  “cat  >! 



./namelist.input << EOF_namelist” and “EOF_namelist”. You should give 
the same domain in both namelist.wps and namelist.input and use the specifications you 
previously used to create the domain (running geogrid.exe). Also make sure you give the 
correct directory in “geog_data_path”. In getbdy_mk35.deck, you will find fields framed 
by “%” signs.  These  fields  are  automatically  changed by the python script  and you 
shouldn't change any text between the “%” signs. But you can remove and add lines 
containing such fields or remove and add entire fields as needed. You probably shouldn't 
change any lines with any of the fields: %sexist%, %eexist% and %leapyear%. See the 
header of the python script CCRC_decks.py for more information.

3. Edit CCRC_decks.py. There are a few options to give (e.g. first date, last date, several 
directories, etc). All directories must be created before running the python script. See the 
header and the comments in the file itself for more information.

4. Run CCRC_decks.py:

./CCRC_decks.py

5. Check the output. All the decks/scripts needed to create all the boundary conditions files 
for your simulation should have been created. It is recommended to check the values in 
at least the two first created decks before continuing.

6. Run the first deck (in chronological order):

./getbdy_mk35_YEAR_MONTH.deck >& log_YEAR_MONTH &

This will run the first deck and write errors into the log_YEAR_MONTH file, then at the 
end, the next deck will be launched automatically.

NOTE: The first time step in the MK3.5 netCDF files is 6am and not midnight. So if you start 
from scratch you don't have the intermediate file for the first day at midnight. Then if you specify 
that you start from scratch from the month m, CCRC_decks.py will create a deck for the previous  
month,  m-1.  This  first  deck will  only  run makeInter2  for  this  month  since  you only  need the 
intermediate files for this month and not any boundary conditions.

 6 Update CO2 concentrations for WRF
You will need to get CO2 concentrations averaged over the domain you want to run on. The 

frequency of the concentrations is for you to choose but cannot be higher than monthly. WRF will 
linearly interpolate between 2 concentrations to get the concentrations at each time step. You then 
need to update the file: CAMtr_volume_mixing_ratio in WRFV3/run directory. You need to update 
this file on vayu since WRF is going to run on this server. But you might want to update the file on 
the CCRC machines too, so that you can test your WRF simulation locally before running the whole  
period.

The CO2 concentrations can come from anywhere, they will most likely come from a global 
climate model run or observations. The way to extract these concentrations is therefore specific to 
each source of data. 

 6.1 Presentation of the CAMtr_volume_mixing ratio file

There are a few rules about this file that are good to keep in mind when modifying it:

– The modifications were introduced in only 3 radiation schemes: RRTM, CAM and RRTMG.

– The name can not be changed. The code will look for CAMtr_volume_mixing_ratio, if this 
file doesn't exist then the code will revert to the old hard-wired values.

– The  file  is  read  using  a  defined  format  that  is  given  in  the  header  of  the  file.  When 



modifying the file, make sure to keep the right format (number of spaces is important!).

– The  file  contains  values  for  CO2,  N2O,  CH4,  CFC11  and  CFC12  but  not  all  radiation 
schemes are using all species. The species used by each radiation scheme are listed in the 
table at the end of this part. If you do not want to specify one of the gases and so revert to 
the default value, you need to put “-999.999” for all the lines of the corresponding column.

– The frequency of the data in the file is free but cannot be higher than monthly. It is also 
possible to have dates at a varying frequency in the file (e.g. 1999, 2000, 2001, 2005, 2010, 
2050, 2100). 

– The times are given with the year and month. The code considers the data to be for the 
middle of the month (including hours):

month of 28 days: data for the 14th 12:00.
month of 29 days: data for the 15th 00:00.
month of 30 days: data for the 15th 12:00.
month of 31 days: data for the 16th 00:00.

– The data are linearly interpolated to the simulation time at each time-step.

– The interpolation uses the closest dates before and after the simulation time with valid data. 
Each tracer is treated independently.

– If  the  simulation  starts  before  (or  ends  after)  the  period  spanned  by  the 
CAMtr_volume_mixing_ratio, the values are linearly extrapolated using the 2 first (or last) 
valid data of the file. For each species, the concentrations are bounded to their pre-industrial  
concentration as minimum and there is no maximum:

CO2: 270 ppm
N2O: 270 ppb
CH4: 700 ppb
CFCs: 0 ppb

Radiation 
scheme

Species used
Default values: values originally hard-wired in each 

radiation scheme

CO2
(ppm)

N2O
(ppb)

CH4
(ppb)

CFC11
(ppt)

CFC12
(ppt)

RRTM 
(option 1)

CO2
N2O, CH4: it is not sure that 
the values are actually used

330 0 0 N/A N/A

CAM3 
(option 3)

CO2, N2O, CH4, CFC11, 
CFC12

355 311 1714 280 503

RRTMG 
(option 4)

CO2, N2O, CH4, CFC11, 
CFC12

379 319 1774 251 538

 6.2 Extract CO2 concentrations from MK3.5

To provide an example, we give the steps to follow to extract CO2 concentrations from MK3.5 
simulations:

1. Get the NCL script, extract_co2.ncl



2. In the script, change the year and month at the beginning of the script. The year 0 for 
MK3.5 is the year 1700.

3. Change the path where to find the output from MK3.5.

4. Run extract_co2.ncl:

ncl extract_co2.ncl
 

5. A file  named  CO2conc.txt  should  be  created.  Copy  the  values  from  this  file  to 
CAMtr_volume_mixing_ratio. 

 6.3 Extracting CO2 concentrations from observations

The exact steps in this case are dependent of the format of the observations files, we give here 
only the principle to follow:

1. Calculate the mean CO2 concentration from all observations in the domain and for the 
years covered by your WRF simulation.

2. Copy the calculated means into the text file CAMtr_volume_mixing_ratio.

In CAMtr_volume_mixing_ratio, CO2 concentrations are given in the 2nd column and the date 
in  the  first  column.  The  spacing  between  two  consecutive  dates  is  free  and  can  vary  over  a 
simulation  period.  Please  note  that  if  there  is  a  missing  value  at  any point  in  a  concentration 
column, then all the values for the corresponding trace gas will be discarded and WRF will use a 
default value (hard-wired in WRF code, different for different radiation schemes). So you need to 
interpolate the concentrations to all the dates you give in the file. If no missing value is found for a 
trace gas, the concentrations of the file are linearly interpolated to each time step of the simulation. 

 7 Run WRF
In this step, we copy everything that is needed from the CCRC machines to vayu and we run 

WRF. Again, this step is automated through scripts. Here again there is a template csh script and a 
Perl  script  to  create  the  necessary  scripts  from  the  template.  The  csh  script  contains  the 
namelist.input options which need to be customised for the simulation. The steps to follow are:

1. Login to vayu. Go into WRFV3/run.

2. Modify  runwrf_nci_vayu.deck.  Only  the  namelist.input  options  need  to  be  updated 
between  the  lines  “cat>!  ./namelist.input  <<  EOF_namelist”  and 
“EOF_namelist”. Make sure to use the same you used in  the scripts on the CCRC 
machines to create the boundary conditions files. You can copy-paste between the two 
decks.

3. Modify nci_vayu_decks.py only before the line “#************* end of user 
input”. All paths must be created before running the python script. See details in the 
header and comments of nci_vayu_decks.py.

4. Run nci_vayu_decks.py:

python nci_vayu_decks.py
 
It is recommended to check the values in at least the two first decks created.

5. Execute the first deck created by nci_vayu_decks.py:

./runwrf_YEAR_MONTH_DAY.deck



 8 Post-processing: creating time averaged data
The analysis of the simulation outputs is usually specific to each simulation but creating daily 

or monthly averages is a common post-processing. Two NCL programs were created to help with 
this task: hrly_to_dly.ncl and dly_to_mthly.ncl. The hrly_to_dly.ncl program reads data from the 
output created by WRF and output one file per specified variable. The dly_to_mthly.ncl program 
reads the output from hrly_to_dly.ncl then creates monthly average files. So these two programs 
have to be used in sequence to create monthly averages from the WRF outputs. To use these scripts 
you need to:

1. Modify, in the file, the list of variables to create average for: vnames

2. Give the start and end dates: syear, smon, eyear, emon

3. Give the input data path and the output path: diri, diro

4. For dly_to_mthly.ncl, give the monthly offset needed for the time variable: monstart

5. For dly_to_mthly.ncl, give the first day to treat starting from the first day of the first file 
read in: sday

 9 Index
USER_CCRC: your login name on the CCRC machines.

USER_NCI: your login name on the vayu machines.

job_id: the job number for a job that ran on the background or in a queue system.

YEAR: a four digit year.

MONTH: a two digit month, with a preceding 0 for the months before 10.

DAY: a two digit day, with a preceding 0 for the days before 10.



Workflow in a nutshell

1. Generate a pair of keys from vayu to CCRC

2. Install WRF on vayu. Use configure.wrf.nci and run_compile script.

3. Install WPS on vayu. Use configure.wps.nci and run_compile script.

4. Install  WRF  on  CCRC.  Use  configure.wrf.ccrc  and  “./compile  em_real  >& 
log_compile” command

5. Install WPS on CCRC. Use configure.wps.ccrc and “./compile >& log_compile” 
command

6. Create the domain with geogrid.exe under WPS on CCRC machines. Uses &share and 
&geogrid sections in namelist.wps

7. In  Bdy_scripts,  update  the  namelist.wps  and  namelist.input  sections  in  template  csh 
script: getbdy_inter.deck, getbdy_grib.deck or getbdy_mk35.deck

8. Update dates and directory paths in CCRC_decks.py. Run it: ./CCRC_decks.py

9. Create  boundary  conditions  by  running:  getbdy_FORM_YEAR_MONTH.deck  >& 
log_YEAR_MONTH &  (FORM  depends  on  the  initial  format  of  the  data  to  create 
boundary conditions)

10. On vayu, in WRFV3/run, update the namelist.input section in runwrf_nci_vayu.deck. 
Must be the same namelist options as used to create the boundary conditions.

11. Update  the  dates  and  directory  paths  in  nci_vayu_decks.py.  Run  it:  python 
nci_vayu_decks.py

12. Run WRF by running  “runwrf_YEAR_MONTH_DAY.deck” from WRFV3/run
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